SIEM AS A SERVICE (SIEMaaS)

Security Information and Event
Management Technology (SIEM)
Cyber criminals are growing more sophisticated every year
and increasingly value “slow and silent” data breaches
over flashier tactics. Early threat detection and response is
critical in today’s challenging cybersecurity landscape. With
Quest SIEM as a Service, we’ll monitor your systems and
identify potential threats and correlated incidents to help
reduce your response time to targeted attacks and breaches.

Advanced Threat Protection and Compliance
SIEM systems have proven to be very effective in helping
companies protect against advanced and persistent
threats and remain compliant, but it’s costly to stand up
the infrastructure and resources needed to effectively
implement, monitor, and manage logs.
An effective SIEM system can monitor millions of logs
per day and query against those logs automatically. The
security event data is pulled together in a centralized
log requiring a considerable amount of bandwidth and
storage to filter through thousands of actions and
activities and determine whether they are correlated.
And it also requires a trained 24/7 security staff to
implement, monitor, and tailor the SIEM to target the
most relevant activity patterns to determine if they
pose a threat for your organization and industry.
SIEM has become one of, if not the, go-to cybersecurity
solution in recent years, but it can prove cost prohibitive
and overwhelming to organizations.

Our experts handle the large-ticket items and the day-today SIEM operations on a subscription basis. We can
readily adapt to the client environments and deliver the
true "actionable intelligence" necessary to quickly
understand your threat posture and prioritize response.

Quest SIEM as a Service Features
• Detect new threats quickly and easily
• Real-time event log correlation
• Integrated compliance management
• Augmented threat intelligence
• Audit network devices
• In-depth application auditing

In addition to SIEMaaS, Quest can customize your
solution with these options:
• Log storage services beyond the 1TB that is included
• Data replication (second copy) services

Quest Can Help
Quest SIEM as a Service saves you from the
infrastructure expense and improves the speed and
accuracy of incident detection and response time to
targeted attacks and breaches. There’s no software
to purchase, cyber security professionals to hire, or
additional training needed to bring staff up to speed.

• Configuration of backups and end-points
• Security, firewall, and ACL configuration review
• Incident response and remediation services
• Data and/or application migration services
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